Abstract-Local area network (LAN) technology is extensively employed in backbones and campus networks due to its excellent price/performance ratio and its installation convenience. However, with the increasing demand for multimedia and real-time applications, LAN requires additional operations to support Quality-of-Service (QoS). In this paper, we propose a novel bridge protocol that can forward frames with different priorities using different paths based on Hierarchical Local MAC (HLMAC) address. It can reduce storage requirement significantly and avoid broadcast storm to save bandwidth. The HLMAC can simplify the routing and avoid the need of all nodes having global knowledge of the network topology. Frame can be forwarded at very high speed by decoding the HLMAC gradually, without routing table lookuping or port address learning. Through simulation, it is shown that this protocol can improve the throughput and path length, and ensure the forwarding path of higher priority frame is superior to a lower priority frame.
I. INTRODUCTION
Local area network (LAN) technology is extensively employed in backbones and campus networks due to its excellent price/performance ratio and its installation convenience. In practice, extended LAN is usually constructed. In an extended LAN, multiple LANs are connected by bridges, so a frame sent from one LAN to another may go through one or more bridges. With increasing demand of user for multimedia and real-time applications, LAN requires additional operations to support Quality-of-Service (QoS). Thus, traffic prioritization at the link layer has become common practice.
Bridges are run at the top of the medium access control (MAC) layer, which is a sub-layer of the data link layer. The data unit in this layer is called frame or MAC frame. MAC address is used to identify hosts. The basic function of a bridge is to forward MAC frames from one LAN to another without requiring any modification to the communication software in the hosts. Bridges do not modify the content or format of the MAC frames they receive and the operation of bridges should not misorder or duplicate frames.
In general, spanning tree protocols (ST) and shortest path routing (SP) protocols developed by SEATTLE [1] are used in LAN. However, ST blocks all links exceeding the number of nodes minus one that limits its scalability and performance severely. SP has the negative effect of transient loops.
In order to support QoS in LAN, the IEEE 802.1 group [2] has developed some enhancements. For example, the IEEE 802.1p standard defines a priority queuing structure for 802.1D [3] bridges and the IEEE 802.1Q standard describes a frame format with priority information. Its main idea is that frames with different priorities are queued in different queues according to its corresponding priority value. The forwarding scheme is to send frames in a higher priority queue at first, only when higher priority queue is empty, then forward frames in a lower priority queue. There are at most eight different user priorities but the number of different queues a bridge has may vary. The mapping relationship between priorities and queues is set to be static in order not to misorder frames. This scheduling method may alleviate end-to-end delay to some extent. But how to set priorities is not defined by the IEEE, and how to support the IEEE standard is not yet referred.
If a source sends a series of frames with different priorities to the same destination, they are all forwarded traverse the same path despite of frames with different priorities put in different queues. In order to overcome this problem, a mechanism which can forward frames using different alternate paths based on frame priorities is proposed in [4] . This protocol requires every node to keep two forwarding paths to other nodes: the tree path and the shortest path, so it brings extra overhead both in storage space and in computing capability for every node. In addition, it requires each node to keep track of the number of nodes on the tree path to every other node, which is obtained by sending a frame called Tree_Hop_Count. If there is an unknown host, this frame is forwarded through all ports except the port through which the frame came. It may cause broadcast storm and consume a lot of bandwidths.
In this paper, we propose a multi-priority frame forwarding mechanism in tree-based routing Ethernet. This mechanism is based on hierarchical local MAC (HLMAC) address as defined in [5] , as shown in Figure 1 . HLMAC addresses are local MAC addresses, i.e., addresses whose U/L bit is set to 1. The 46 bits available for addressing purpose (after removing the local or global bit and the multicast bit) encode by default up to 6 * The corresponding author
